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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.70.
Highlight of Version 6.2.70
Introducing Vix Resources Advanced Cleaning
More

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

1

Introducing Vix Resources Advanced Cleaning
The Advanced Cleaning Application (ACA) is a new mobile product for Vix Resources. It allows Cleaner's visibility of their
tasks for the day, while at the same time giving real time clean status of rooms to both the Cleaning Supervisors and
Camp Management teams.
The ACA provides details to Cleaners of the type of clean, and the tasks needed for each room. It provides the ability to
make notes about individual rooms, and take photos when a room is unable to be cleaned. This provides a more holistic
and real time view of what the cleaner is experiencing.
Contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk to discover more about how Advanced Cleaning can assist your sites.
Advanced Cleaning App

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
Improvements
1. Workflow Email Notifications have been updated to show only the last user comment by default when including comments in notifications with
the LASTCOMMENT field. If this function is enabled, to see all comments you will need to view the document. [#17016]
2. Workforce Report SRF163 Arrival Departure 2 has been updated to include the previous night's shift status.

3. The SAM Transport | No Show page has been updated to allow No Show flags to be removed, even if the booking has already been
rescheduled.
4. SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation has been updated to show the reallocation icon whenever a clean has been reallocated.
5. The SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning History page has been updated to default the search dates to be from today less 4 weeks, to tomorrow.
The search dates will also be preserved when changing rooms.
6. The Rooms | Cleaning | Room Clean Details page has been updated to allow links to images attached with Advanced Cleaning to be shown.
When the link is clicked, a new page will load showing the image.
7. Workforce Report SRF229 Cleaning Audit has been updated to include additional information and renamed to SRF229 Room Cleaning
History to better reflect its use. [#19780]
8. Workforce Report SRF288 Accommodation Monthly Room Schedule has been updated to allow All Room Types to be selected. [#18628]
9. Rooms | Accommodation Departures in SAM has been updated to improve performance. [#19882]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Lockers were not appearing on the Lockers | Search Locker Allocations page, even though the key had been returned.
[#19730]
2. Fixed an issue where Spot Cleans could not be removed in the Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation page.
3. Fixed an issue where group members were displayed in the approval drop-down when the flag Expand Group Members was not checked.
[#19641]
4. Fixed an issue where Folio Reschedules for a future OUT date could not be submitted if the IN date was in the past and the SAM Parameter
ReschedulePriorToday was set to N or ADMIN.
5. Fixed an issue where Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation was not showing rooms with the same room number, even though they were in
different room types.
6. Fixed an issue where changing Transport Times would allow the Max Waitlist to be 0. When the parameter AllowMaxWaitlist is Y, the Max
Waitlist field must be greater than 0.
7. Fixed an issue where Multiple Reschedule email notifications were not including the transport details. [#19881]
8. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to search for inactive camps in the Admin | Accommodation | Camps | Camps page.
9. Fixed an issue where date fields were not correctly displayed in the Event Management Crew Resource Template. [#19998]

